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A twist of fate can make all the difference After finally getting settled in Bonita Springs, Lucky

John's world is thrown for a loop when one of his biggest enemies, Rascal Mangrove, comes

asking for his help. Now, with a mystery unlike any other he's ever faced spooling out around

him, John has to work as hard as he ever has to get to the bottom of it. And, in the end, he'll

find that the truth is closer than he ever imagined, and that his luck just might have run

out.Grab the next installment in the Lucky John Adventure series now!

"This is 5th book in R. D. Brady's BELIAL series, and it continues the non-stop action from the

previous books."J.W. Scales,  � Ebook Tops Reviewer "Couldn't put it down and couldn't stand it

when it was finished." Duchessimine, Ebook Tops Reviewer "Could. Not. Put. It. Down."W M

Hollingsworth, Ebook Tops Reviewer "Brady has done it again in writing an exhaustive

believable read for me that had me wanting more from each page." Book Boy, Ebook Tops

Reviewer "I have become addicted to this story line and its characters. When I start one of

these books, it is almost impossible to put down until I finish." Martha P., Ebook Tops

Reviewer "The weaving of historical fact and embroidered storytelling meshes beautifully in this

complicated series."J.B., Ebook Tops Reviewer "R D Brady has a great flair for writing. I feel

like I'm in the story. I can see the scenes in my mind as I'm reading. I love the history that is

woven into the story lines."Terre, Ebook Tops ReviewerAbout the AuthorAuthor, Criminologist,

Terrorism Expert, Jeet Kune Do Black Sash, Runner, Dog Lover. Ebook Tops best-selling

author R.D. Brady writes supernatural and science fiction thrillers. Her thrillers include ancient

mysteries, unusual facts, non-stop action, and fierce women with heart. Prior to beginning her

writing career, RD Brady was a criminologist who specialized in life-course criminology and

international terrorism. She's lectured and written numerous academic articles on the genetic

influence on criminal behavior, factors that influence terrorist ideology, and delinquent

behavior formation. After visiting counter-terrorism units in Israel, RD returned home with a

sabbatical in front of her and decided to write that book she'd been thinking about. Four years

later she left academia with the publication of her first book, The Belial Stone, and hasn't

looked back since. To learn about her upcoming publications and gain access to exclusive

content, sign up for her mailing list on her website (rdbradybooks.com). The Belial SeriesThe
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PrologueMacon, GeorgiaFour months agoDavey shook his head as he grunted and struggled

to keep ahold of the left side of the dresser as we pivoted it down the stairs. This wasn’t the

kind of thing I was used to doing. What little family I had left was still in the Midwest, and I

didn’t talk to them much, certainly not enough to help them move. Davey was different, though.

He was still close enough to his mom and dad that when his father called asking him not only

to help him move but also to bring that strong-looking guy who spent Thanksgiving with us. You

know, the one who won the lottery to help them lug all of their stuff across town to a new

house, he jumped at the chance.“I hope this is worth your mother’s chicken pot pie,” I said,

grunting as I reminded Davey about how his parents had promised to pay us.“If you had ever

eaten my mother’s chicken pot pie, you’d realize how stupid that worry is,” Davey answered,

swinging the front half of the dresser off the staircase and into the living room, in front of the

door. For his stature, a little shorter and slighter than mine, the guy was strong. I had to give

him that.“I guess, come this time tomorrow, I will then, won’t I?” I asked, moving the back end

of the dresser off the stairs and into the living room as Davey and I both dropped our

respective ends.“Do you think she wants a coat of paint on this?” I asked, looking at the nice

but worn dresser.“No idea,” Davey answered, shrugging. “I’m not an interior decorator.”“You’re

not a mover either, but that doesn’t seem to have stopped us,” I responded. “Also, I don’t think

that’s what an interior designer does.”“What’s the matter, Lucky? You win the lottery and all of a

sudden, you’re too good for manual labor?” Davey chuckled.I knew he was joking. I had been in

the foxhole with this guy. I had slept on the ground beside him, thought I was going to die

beside him. He knew there was nothing I wouldn’t do for him, least of all helping lug some old

(if fancy) furniture up some stairs. Still, there was a piece of what he said that really tugged at

me. I had just won a life-changing sum of money. People had certain expectations of me

now.They, of course, expected me to quit my job, which I did. I mean, I didn’t mind being a

trucker, and this country was the sort of place you could drive around for the rest of your life

and never really get to see everything, but I wasn’t gonna be a millionaire and pull the kinds of

shifts necessary to get hauls where they needed to go on time.More than that, though, there

were people who expected me to be a different kind of person. Suddenly, I was getting invites

to fancy parties and preapproved for credit cards. People stopped me on the street to talk to

me about diversifying my portfolio. Meanwhile, I didn’t even know I had a portfolio.I didn’t want

people to see me as the kind of person one couldn’t talk to anymore, as the kind of person one

had to look at from a distance, in awe of them. I especially didn’t want that from my best friend.

So, while I was sure Davey was joking with his comment, it still earned him a slug on the

arm.“How’s that for manual labor?” I asked, pulling my hand away and smiling at him.“Violence

doesn’t solve anything,” Davey said, rubbing his arm and slumping against the dresser. “I can’t

believe my parents are actually leaving this place.” My friend folded his arms over his chest and

looked at the barren living room. I recognized the look on his face, a mixture of sadness,

longing, and something else that couldn’t be so easily put into words, something you only earn

by growing up in the same place your entire life.“Lot of memories here?” I asked, slumping

against the dresser and sitting next to my friend.“All of them, pretty much,” he responded. “I

met my little sister for the first time in this living room. I had every Christmas dinner of my life in

that dining room. I had my first kiss in my bedroom upstairs with Jenny Freidman.” He

shrugged. “Actually, come to think of it, I had a lot of firsts in that bedroom.”“It’s just a house,

Davey,” I said. “All those things still happened. Even if you don’t have the house anymore, you

still have all the people you shared those things with.”“Not Jenny Freidman,” he answered. “She



hates me. Has ever since Homecoming dance in sixth grade. It was a whole thing.”“You know

that’s not what I meant,” I answered, chuckling. “I just mean, I know it sucks watching your

childhood home become kind of irrelevant, but that doesn’t mean your childhood is. Trust me,

bud. You’re one of the lucky ones.”“Says the guy who has seventy million dollars to burn,”

Davey answered.“Different kind of lucky,” I said, shaking my head and looking down at the

floor.“You know, I’m starting to realize we never really talk much about your childhood,” Davey

said, his voice getting lower, a bit more serious. “Is there a reason for that?”“There’s always a

reason for everything, isn’t there?” I asked. “And there’s always a time to talk about those

reasons, but that time is not today.”“You sure about that?” Davey asked.“Oh, yeah,” I answered.

“Definitely.”“Too bad you didn’t grow up here,” Davey said. “We could have been bros from the

start. How cool would that have been? We could have torn up middle school together.”“Maybe I

could have convinced Jenny Freidman not to hate you so much,” I muttered.“Oh, no, that was

always a lost cause,” he answered. “You know something?” Davey looked around the living

room again, this time with brighter, bigger eyes. “Looking at this place makes me want it.”“You

want to buy your old house?” I asked, narrowing my eyes at my friend. “I mean, I guess I could

give you the money if you really want it, but I think—”“Not the house,” Davey said. “Though I will

now be expecting you to give me the cash equivalent of that. I want the new start. My mom and

dad are moving because all of their kids are out and on their own now. They’re taking control of

their lives and starting a new chapter. I want that too.”“Then let’s do it,” I said.“What do you

mean?”“I mean, I’ve got money and there’s nothing keeping either one of us here. Let’s just go

somewhere where nobody knows either of us. We can snatch up a house and really have

some fun.”“Are you serious right now? Where would we even go?” Davey asked.“I’m not sure,

honestly,” I said, shaking my head. “Wait. Didn’t we enjoy the hell out of Florida when we were

stationed there?”“Oh, for sure,” Davey answered, grinning. “But you and I both know too many

women back there to ever call it a fresh start.”“I don’t mean the same town,” I said. “We’ll try

somewhere new.”“And how are we gonna do that?” Davey asked.“Who cares? Let’s throw a

dart at a map and see what happens. We’ll go wherever it lands.”“You’re crazy.” Davey

chuckled. “You’re crazy, but I like it.” My best friend nodded firmly at me. “What the hell? Let’s

do it.” Davey threw his hands in the air. “Wait! Let’s toast it!”“We don’t have any drinks,” I said,

smiling.“You don’t think my dad kept this old dresser for nothing, do you?” Davey asked, pulling

out a drawer and grinning. “It has a false bottom, which means you can hide all kinds of

goodies in here.” He pulled out a flask and shook the silver container at me. “Including

whiskey.”“I think your father might be cooler than you,” I said, grabbing the flask.“I think you

might be right,” Davey agreed. Rapping his knuckles against the tin of the flask, he murmured,

“To new beginnings.”“To new beginnings,” I said, taking a drink.Chapter 1“I have no idea what

you’re doing here, Lucky, but this is not okay,” Mia said, glaring at me like I had just smacked

her dog or something. I would have argued with her except for two reasons.Number one, there

were bullets flying over our heads. If not for the carcass of an old 60s convertible we were

pressed against, they’d have likely been flying into our heads instead.The second reason was

that she was completely right. I had no business being here and I knew it. This was the seedier

side of Bonita Springs, and following a similarly seedy person to what looked to be an

abandoned repair shop in the middle of the night probably looked like a stupid thing to do.That

was, of course, because it was a stupid thing to do. I was millionaire seventy times over. I

should have been fast asleep in my bed, cuddling up against either a warm body or a cold

bottle. So, why was I here, breathing heavily with a gun in my hand and my ass against cold

concrete?The answer, curiously enough, was that I really loved ribs. I mean, I freaking adore

BBQ ribs, always have. And while Bonita Springs had the best seafood known to man (the



oysters here were so good that I almost blushed when I ate them), BBQ was a different

story.Still, there was one place in town that served up the best ribs this side of the Mississippi,

and that place belonged to a man named Clifford Hall. He was an older guy, kind as a kitten

and big as an ox. He had been in the Army, like me, and the only things I enjoyed more than

his ribs were our conversations.One of those things stopped coming when his restaurant

mysteriously burned down last month, and I was lucky it wasn’t both of them, as Clifford lived in

a one-bedroom apartment above the eatery. He barely escaped with his life that night, losing

both his home and his restaurant. And when I insisted he take some money to rebuild (after

practically having to beg him to accept the funds), that place mysteriously caught fire too.It was

clear that someone had it out for good old Clifford, and my investigation into the matter brought

me to Devin Springfield, an old employee of Clifford’s who seemingly hated the old

guy.Following Devin brought me here, though why Mia was here and why my presence caused

the meeting to devolve into gunfire was still a mystery to me.Guess I just have that effect on

people.“Can we have this conversation when people aren’t shooting at us?” I asked,

swallowing hard and looking over at the woman.“That’s the thing, Lucky,” Mia grunted, her hand

tightening on her gun. “It’s getting harder and harder to be around you without someone

shooting at us.”“Can’t argue with you there,” I said as a shot knocked off the side mirror of the

old car. “How many bullets do these guys have?” I asked. There were four of them including

Devon and a woman who, from what I could tell, was on our side, given the way she seemed to

be shooting at the same people who were shooting at us. I’d have asked her, but given the fact

that she was behind a stack of concrete blocks in front of a crane on the other side of the room,

she might as well have been at the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro for all the accessibility I had to

her.“More than us,” Mia said, turning quickly. She rose up, fired a few shots off at the people

attacking us, and then ducked back behind the car with me. “There’s backup on the way, but

there’s no telling if we’ll be able to make it that long. You need to get out of here right now. I’ll

cover you.”“Excuse me,” I said, mimicking Mia’s actions. Moving upward, I fired a couple of

shots at those firing back at us. I didn’t have enough time to really look at where I was shooting

or if my bullets hit the intended targets. Knowing that everyone over there wanted to kill me

gave me the freedom I needed to just fire at will, though. “I’m not going anywhere,” I said,

huffing as I crouched back down beside her.“Not a suggestion, Lucky,” Mia said, hurriedly

brushing a strand of hair out of her eyes. “This is an active crime scene. Whatever hairbrained

scheme brought you here in the first place is completely trumped by what’s going on here

now.”“It wasn’t that hairbrained,” I mumbled, though truthfully, I was thinking about how well the

woman actually knew me.A bullet slammed against the window right over our heads. The glass

shattered, raining shards down onto us. I leapt over Mia in an attempt to cover her.“Stop it,

Lucky! I’ve got this,” she said, though she didn’t move as I covered her with my chest, feeling

the glass shower my back.“I know you do,” I answered, my face close enough to hers that I

could see the pink start up in her cheeks. “Can’t a guy help out, though?”“If you want to help,

get a badge,” she argued, pushing me back. “Until then, it’s my duty to make sure you’re out of

harm’s way, not the other way around.”“You know, I don’t think I’d look good in blue,” I

answered, pushing myself backward and eyeing the situation. Though this wasn’t exactly a

cakewalk, I had been in far worse situations in my life, and those situations had taught me to

take a breath, take a beat, and look around me. Nine times out of ten, the solution for any

problem is around you. Of course, on the tenth time, you’re screwed. I just had to hope this

wasn’t one of those times.Looking around, I quickly saw that maybe it wasn’t. I might not have

been able to look at these punks dead on thanks to the barrage of bullets, but I would be able

to look overhead, and what sat there was a bunch of metal piping. Yep, right there, clutched in



the clenched fingers of a crane, was enough metal piping to bury those losers. Following the

arm, I saw the crane in question was the one sitting beside the pile of concrete blocks the other

policewoman was pressed against.As they were wont to do, an idea formed in my mind.“Okay,”

I muttered, looking over at Mia. “Cover me.”She probably thought I was going to listen to her,

which certainly surprised the hell out of her, given the way her eyes widened the instant she

heard me agree. She should have known better. While I had only been in Bonita Springs for a

few months now, Mia and I had been through enough to know I was more stubborn than a

tomato sauce stain on white carpet. Still, we did have bullets flying overhead and we were

definitely outgunned and outnumbered. Maybe she thought, just this once, I might listen to

reason.Hehe. Shows was she knows.I bolted across the room, but decidedly not in the

direction she wanted me to.“Damn it, Lucky!” she screamed, firing her gun as I made my way

across the room, taking fire from the people attacking us on my way to this other

woman.Throwing myself backward, I slid across the floor, slamming right into the woman

behind the wall of concrete blocks. Luckily, she had seen me coming and braced herself.

Otherwise, I might have knocked her right out into the line of fire.“Am I hit?” I asked, looking

over myself for signs of injury. I had learned back in the Army that with your adrenaline up and

shock playing a part, you didn’t always feel the bullets going in.“You’re fine,” the woman said,

looking me over. “Are you with the feds?”“The feds?” I muttered to myself, my eyes tightening.

What had I gotten myself into? “No. I’m sort of a freelancer.”“A freelance what?” the woman

asked me, her mouth turning downward.“A freelance ‘whatever you need’,” I said.“That doesn’t

exactly fill me with confidence,” she said.“That’s what I like to hear from my women,” I

murmured. “My name is John Lucky. I kind of solve problems, and that’s what I’m here to do

today.”“You want to solve a problem that you caused?” the woman asked.“Didn’t say I was

perfect,” I murmured. “What I am is strong enough to push some of these blocks over,

though.”“The blocks that are actively stopping bullets from killing the both of us?” the woman

asked. “Something tells me ‘not perfect’ is an understatement.”“Just go with it,” I said, winking at

the woman.Before she had a chance to respond, I stood, pushing several of the bricks over

and letting them collide with the crane, flipping the switch and releasing the metal tubes over

the heads of the people who were shooting at us. Oblong metal hell rained down on them,

knocking them down, knocking them out.Well, most of them.Looking at the mess I’d just

created in an attempt to clean up the other mess I had created, I saw the man I’d followed

here, Devin Springfield, running for the door.“No, you don’t,” I said, grabbing my gun and

rushing toward him.“Stop in the name of . . . of me!” I said, realizing that I wasn’t the law and

because of that, couldn’t really use that line. “I’ll shoot you, Devin!”The man pulled up and

turned around. Though, as he did, I saw a gun in his hand, a gun he was raising toward

me.“Don’t say I didn’t warn you,” I replied, pulling my trigger. Unfortunately, I was met not with

the firing of a bullet but a clicking noise letting me know I was out of said bullets.“Oh, good,”

Devin said, smiling as he pointed his gun at my head.I flinched, readying myself for the long,

dark tunnel with the glowing white light at the end. Instead, I watched as Mia crashed into him

like an eighteen-wheeler, using much more force than her frame should have allowed. He fell to

the floor, the gun flying from his hand.“Now you can stop in the name of the law,” Mia said,

breathing heavily and pointing her gun at him. “You’re under arrest.” She looked at me with

sharp, angry eyes. “And you’ve got a lot of explaining to do.”Chapter 2“You’ve really done it this

time, Lucky,” Mia said, pacing back and forth around me in the interrogation room. I wasn’t

arrested. At least, I didn’t think I was. This was more along the lines of a dressing down.

Whatever I had jumped in the middle of was bigger than I could have known. If the woman I

slammed into back there thought I was with the feds, then that meant I had accidentally



crashed a big boy party. As such, there were questions I needed to answer. Mia needed to

cover her ass, especially since she knew me as well as she did.Given the fact that it was my

fault and that she had a pretty nice ass, I didn’t want to leave it uncovered.“It was an honest

mistake, Mia. Don’t get yourself all twisted up about it,” I said, waving my hand at her like this

wasn’t a big deal. The fact that she had to stop herself from smacking me across the face told

me that she thought it was a very bad idea.“Are you out of your mind, Lucky?” Mia asked,

pulling to a stop and shaking her head at me. “I mean that very literally. Are you actually out of

your mind?”I narrowed my eyes at the woman. “I’m not sure how I’m supposed to answer that

question.”“Cautiously,” she said. “Do you have any idea what you’ve just done?”“Other than

saving your life, you mean?” I asked, biting my lower lip.“First off, I saved your life too,” Mia

said.“So, we’re even,” I muttered.“Not even close,” Mia said. “If I had just destroyed months’

worth of your work in a single instant, then we would be even. As it stands, Lucky, we are far

from even.”“How was I supposed to know that, Mia?” I asked, standing to meet her. “It’s not like

you guys advertise your stings.” I blinked hard, realizing what I had just said. “I mean, not that

you should. That would be a really bad idea. That is what I walked into, right? A sting?”“I’m not

at liberty to discuss that with you,” Mia said, though I already knew the answer. That was all it

could have been. Though, if I was right, it meant I really had screwed things up for Mia and

company.“Look, I’m sorry,” I replied. “You know me. If I’d have known anything like that was

going on, I’d have never followed Devin.”“Why were you following Devin, anyway?” Mia

asked.“Maybe I’m not at liberty to discuss that either,” I said, a wry smile spreading across my

face.For her part, Mia didn’t seem amused. “I will put you in handcuffs this instant,” the woman

growled.“Fine,” I said. “I think he’s responsible for the arson that happened to a rib joint I love.” I

shrugged. “But, I mean, if that’s true, you can put him in jail. So that’s something, right?”“He

shot at two police officers. He’s going to jail regardless of how much he might hate ribs,” Mia

replied. “But he was actually more valuable to me on the outside.”“How so?” I asked.“Again, I

can’t discuss it, but needless to say, he was leading me to a bigger fish,” Mia said.“A fish you

won’t get anymore?” I asked.“That’s the fear,” Mia responded. “But try not to feel too torn up

about it. What’s done is done, and besides, there’s more than one way to get something

done.”“That’s the spirit,” I said. “You’re a good cop. It’ll take more than some sexy idiot screwing

up your sting to take you down.”“Did you just call yourself a sexy idiot?” Mia asked, tilting her

head to the side.“You’re right. That was inappropriate,” I replied. “Very sexy idiot.”“You really are

the worst,” Mia said.“No, I’m not,” I replied. “Have dinner with me.”“What?” Mia asked.“You

heard me,” I said. “You think I’m the worst. Let me prove to you that it isn’t true.”“And having

dinner with you is going to prove that?” She sounded less than convinced.“It’s either that or a

romantic cruise, and given the fact that the last time I stepped foot on a cruise ship I almost got

myself killed, I figured grabbing some food was the better way to go.”“You’re Lucky John,” Mia

said. “You’d get yourself nearly killed crossing the street if that were an option.”“That’s not a no,”

I said.“It’s not a yes, either.”“Something tells me that it’s closer to a yes than a no,” I said.“I’m

very upset with you,” Mia said, leering at me like I had some sort of head injury and wasn’t

understanding the words that were coming out of her mouth. Which, of course, wasn’t true. I

was understanding them just fine. I just knew her better than she thought I did, and I knew her

anger wouldn’t do anything to dampen her respect or even maybe her interest in me.“I know. I

can tell from how furrowed your brow is right now.” I pointed to her forehead. “It’s all

crinkly.”“Thousands and thousands of dollars,” Mia said tersely. “That’s how much money went

into this operation in man hours, and you screwed every bit of that up tonight.”“You want

thousands and thousands of dollars? I can give you thousands and thousands of dollars,” I

offered, extending my hands out to show my willingness. “I’ll even throw an extra ‘thousands’ on



there for your trouble.”“That’s not what this is about,” Mia said. “This is about more than money.

It’s about getting bad people off the street.” She shook her head. “You just made that harder.”“I

know, and I’m sorry. But that wasn’t my intention. All I wanted to do, all I’ve ever wanted to do,

is make things better,” I said.“I get that,” Mia said. “And like I’ve told you before, if that’s really

what you want to do, the police academy is taking applications.”“Not gonna happen,” I said,

shuffling uncomfortably. ‘Besides, I’ve—”Mia’s phone buzzed and she looked down, shooting

me a finger to shut me up for just a second. “All right. No charges are being pressed against

you.”“Wait. That was an option?” I asked, tensing up a little.“Not a very strong one, thankfully,”

she said. “I told my boss you were just as much in the line of fire as anyone else. I even told

him that a large part of why we survived tonight was because of you.”“Even if I’m also a large

part of why you were in the position in the first place?” I asked.“I downplayed that aspect of it,”

Mia said. “Look, I know you, Lucky. I know you meant well, and I even know that you do well.

Just try not to be such a loose cannon if at all possible, okay?” She grabbed a couple of papers

from the table. “You can go now. Get home safely.”I nodded at the woman and turned to

go.“Angelo’s by the Sea,” she said, stopping me in my tracks.“What?” I asked, turning to

her.“Angelo’s by the Sea,” she repeated. “It’s that little place off Broad Street. It’s also where I’m

going to be having dinner this Friday at about seven. I guess it wouldn’t be the worst thing in

the world if you wanted to stop by.”“Okay then,” I said, a smile stretching across my face. “I’ll

see you there.” Shrugging, I turned, continuing to talk. “And see? I told you that I wasn’t the

worst.”Chapter 3“She was wrong. You are the worst, you know,” Davey said as he served a ping

pong ball across the brand-new table in my living room. It had been there when I got back from

being questioned by Mia, as had Davey, standing there with a pair of paddles in his hands and

a cheesy grin on his face.I wasn’t really in the mood to play, but the guy seemed awfully excited

and I was way too keyed up to fall asleep, regardless of the late hour. Besides, the idea of

kicking Davey’s ass at one of his favorite games was enough to put one of those cheesy grins

on my face as well.“Whatever,” I said, batting the ball back across the table and in Davey’s

direction. “You’re one to talk. This is the fourth time this month that I’ve come home to find you

bought something new without telling me. So, who’s really the worst here?”
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R Janitch, “Lucky Rascal. This is the third book in the now six book series and I'm still really

enjoying this Lucky John saga. Looking forward to continuing into book four. So glad Mark

Stone just came out with book six.”

William b Berkley, “Great Story!. Great Story! The Lucky John books have really drawn me in.I

can’t wait to hear the next adventure and the outcome for John,Mia and(Crazy Davy)”

818 coach paul, “Another great installment. Good fun easy to read story. This series is very

very very catchy and fun. It makes me want to go to bonita springs”

Greg k, “Enjoyable as usual. Fun read but as a reader and researcher, I think Mark gets a bit

swept up in the flow, to the point of overlooking the realities of mechanics, location and real life

dialog. Off the cuff having someone casually remove spark plugs from two cars to immobilize

them is interesting sounding but not a real thing. Try it. These types of misses are easily

avoided with thoughtful proofing, also, using three words where less would be better many

times. Rampant misuse of a cheap thesaurus app is also irksome. These type of things leap off

the page to me and color the enjoyment I get from a damn rollicking story. I did love these new

authors (English doesn't seem to be their first language sometimes. . lol). Keep writing sir!”

HappyLady, “ENTERTAINING AND COLORFUL ADVENTURE. Another fun and highly

entertaining story in the adventures of Lucky John. A very comical and intriguing Private

Investigator who just happens to be filthy rich as well. Even when things go wrong and

manages to come through with flying colors.  He is an adorable and colorful character.”

Katherine E., “Gripping and a fantastic read!. I just finished this book and loved it so much!

People binge TV shows, I binge books, and this author’s writing is super fun to binge! I didn’t

want to put it down :) I really like that “Lucky John” has such a neat group of surrounding

characters like Mia and Davey and the plot itself was fantastic also! I’m super excited to read

the next one in the series!”

Mo, “Good book!. John Lucky always getting into trouble, and he is trying to help others! Then

he figures out the bad guys and gets them before they can get him. I am looking forward to the

next Lucky John Adventure.”

The book by Mark Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 162 people have provided feedback.
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